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Abstract

The spiking activity of hippocampal neurons during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep exhibits temporally structured replay of spiking
occurring during previously experienced trajectories. Here, temporally structured replay of place cell activity during REM sleep is
modeled in a large-scale network simulation of grid cells, place cells and head direction cells. During simulated waking behavior, the
movement of the simulated rat drives activity of a population of head direction cells that updates the activity of a population of
entorhinal grid cells. The population of grid cells drives the activity of place cells coding individual locations. Associations between
location and movement direction are encoded by modification of excitatory synaptic connections from place cells to speed modulated
head direction cells. During simulated REM sleep, the population of place cells coding an experienced location activates the head
direction cells coding the associated movement direction. Spiking of head direction cells then causes frequency shifts within the
population of entorhinal grid cells to update a phase representation of location. Spiking grid cells then activate new place cells that
drive new head direction activity. In contrast to models that perform temporally compressed sequence retrieval similar to sharp wave
activity, this model can simulate data on temporally structured replay of hippocampal place cell activity during REM sleep at time
scales similar to those observed during waking. These mechanisms could be important for episodic memory of trajectories.

Introduction

Neurophysiological data from the hippocampus demonstrates that
spiking activity of place cells during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
shows temporally structured replay of sequences that occurred during
prior waking behavior (Louie & Wilson, 2001). This replay occurs at
time scales similar to those during waking (Louie & Wilson, 2001).
Recordings during REM periods of 60–240-s duration (mean 114 s)
showed temporal scaling factors ranging from 0.55 to 2.49 (mean 1.4).
A scaling factor of 1.0 means replay occurs at the same speed as
waking, and a scaling factor of 1.4 means a 60-s period of REM
matches a 43-s period of waking. Other studies have also shown
neural replay of previously experienced trajectories during waking
(Foster & Wilson, 2006; Diba & Buzsaki, 2007; Johnson & Redish,
2007) and slow wave sleep (Skaggs & McNaughton, 1996; Lee &
Wilson, 2002), but non-REM replay involves retrieval at a very
compressed time scale.

Previous models have simulated the replay of sequences at a
compressed time scale (Jensen & Lisman, 1996a,b; Levy, 1996;
Tsodyks et al., 1996; Wallenstein & Hasselmo, 1997; Hasselmo &
Eichenbaum, 2005). Fast replay occurs because associations are
formed directly between place cells representing sensory states, and

the time window of modification of synapses during encoding is
longer than the time scale of synaptic transmission during retrieval. In
contrast, the model presented here forms associations between place
cells coding sensory state and head direction cells coding the action
leading to the next state. Persistent spiking in head direction cells
allows updating of a continuous representation of space provided by
modelled grid cells. The combination of persistent firing and a
continuous representation of space and actions allows simulation of
the slower temporally structured replay observed during REM sleep.
Beyond the REM data (Louie & Wilson, 2001), this model was

motivated by neurophysiological data showing: (1) grid cell firing
patterns in entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al.,
2006; Fyhn et al., 2007), (2) membrane potential oscillations in
entorhinal cortex layer II (Alonso & Llinas, 1989; Dickson et al.,
2000; Giocomo et al., 2007), (3) persistent firing in deep entorhinal
cortex neurons (Egorov et al., 2002; Fransén et al., 2006) and
postsubiculum (Yoshida & Hasselmo, 2008), (4) place cells in
hippocampus (O’Keefe, 1976; O’Keefe & Burgess, 2005; McNaugh-
ton et al., 2006) and (5) head direction cells in the postsubiculum
(Taube et al., 1990b; Sharp et al., 2001; Taube & Bassett, 2003) and
deep layers of entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006). Data on
differences in membrane potential oscillation frequency along the
dorsal to ventral axis of entorhinal cortex (Giocomo et al., 2007)
support the model of grid cells used here, in which grid cell oscillation
phase integrates head direction input to code continuous space
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(Burgess et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007). Graded persistent firing
occurs in deep entorhinal neurons during cholinergic modulation
(Egorov et al., 2002), consistent with acetylcholine levels observed
during waking and REM sleep (Marrosu et al., 1995). Persistent firing
could allow deep entorhinal or postsubicular head direction cells to
hold activity scaled to the speed and direction of retrieved movement
to update the phase of grid cell oscillations. These cellular mecha-
nisms allow an explicit representation of the time duration of
sequences during retrieval, providing the temporally structured replay
seen during REM sleep (Louie & Wilson, 2001). These simulations
generate predictions about replay of grid cell and head direction cell
activity during REM sleep.

Methods

The temporally structured replay of place cell activity during REM
sleep was simulated in a network model summarized in Fig. 1. This
model includes a population of grid cells based on data from
recordings in the medial entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005;
Sargolini et al., 2006; Fyhn et al., 2007). Grid cells were generated
using a recent model of potential mechanisms for grid cell formation
(Burgess et al., 2007; Giocomo et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007),
as shown in Fig. 2 for open field activity and Fig. 3 for a circular
track. The model also includes a population of place cells with place
fields resembling data from recordings on linear tracks (Louie &
Wilson, 2001; Lee et al., 2004a,b). Place cells were generated using
input from grid cells in a manner similar to other models (Fuhs &
Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006; Rolls et al., 2006;
Solstad et al., 2006; Franzius et al., 2007b; Molter & Yamaguchi,
2007). Place cell activity in the network is shown in Fig. 4. Finally,
the model includes a population of head direction cells based on
neural activity recorded in deep layers of the entorhinal cortex
(Sargolini et al., 2006) or postsubiculum (dorsal presubiculum)
(Taube et al., 1990a, 1996; Taube & Burton, 1995; Sharp, 1996;
Sharp et al., 2001; Taube & Bassett, 2003), as shown in Fig. 5. The
simulation of behavior will be described first, followed by description
of the simulation of activity in different populations of neurons,
followed by description of the mechanisms of encoding during
waking due to synaptic modification, and finally the mechanism of
retrieval during REM sleep.

Behavior on circular track

The temporally structured replay of place cell spiking activity during
REM sleep was demonstrated in an experiment using a circular

Grid cells

Place cells

Head direction cells

WGP

WPH

Fig. 1. Proposed episodic memory circuit for encoding and REM replay of
trajectories using grid cells, place cells and head direction cells. Grid cells in
medial entorhinal cortex (EC) are generated by speed-modulated head direction
input. The grid cells drive place cell firing in the hippocampus via synapses
WGP. During waking (encoding), links between state (place) and action (speed
modulated head direction) are made by strengthening synapses WPH between
place cells and head direction cells. During retrieval, activity of place cells
activates the associated head direction cells representing velocity. The head
direction cells then update grid cells to activate place cells representing the next
encoded location.

Fig. 2. Example of grid cell firing in the simulation. The model used a
population of 75 grid cells. Here, the spatial periodicity of grid cell firing is
illustrated in a smaller population of 48 grid cells during random foraging in an
open field environment (trajectory from Hafting et al. 2005). Each square
shows the pattern of firing of one simulated grid cell during the same open field
trajectory. Firing fields are made up of many gray dots indicating the location of
the virtual rat when the grid cell fires. Grid cells differ by baseline frequency in
the top (f = 2), middle (f = 4) and bottom (f = 6) groups. Within each group,
grid cells differ by initial phase of oscillation, with phase u = 0, p ⁄ 2, p and
3p ⁄ 2. These simulations use the same orientation of / = 0.
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running track (Louie & Wilson, 2001). Therefore, the simulations
presented here focus on the virtual rat running a circular trajectory
during waking (encoding). This was simulated by starting a virtual rat
running south at a fixed rate, and then modulating the velocity vector
of running so that the rat would run around a circle with a diameter of
95 cm, matching the experimental apparatus. Unless otherwise noted,
the virtual rat ran at a mean speed of 50 cm ⁄ s for 24 s, resulting in a
total arc length of 1200 cm, or about four cycles of the approximately
300-cm circumference of the circular track, but effects of variation in

speed were also tested. After simulation of running in the circular
track, the simulation was shifted to the REM sleep mode with no
external input, and temporally structured replay was tested by
reactivation of the pattern of grid cell, place cell and head direction
cell activity from the first step of waking.

Grid cell model

Consistent with experimental data, the population of grid cells in
the model includes neurons that fire with different size and spacing

Fig. 3. Example of activity in the population of grid cells during running on
the circular track. Each square shows the pattern of firing of one simulated grid
cell during running on the circular track. Firing fields are made up of gray dots
indicating location when grid cell fires. Grid cells differ by baseline frequency
f = 2, 4 and 6 in groups. Within groups, grid cells differ by initial phase, with
phase u = 0, p ⁄ 2, p and 3p ⁄ 2. As in Fig. 2, orientation / = 0.

Fig. 4. Example of place cell firing in the simulation. The full simulation used
400 place cells. (A) Examples of spiking activity of nine place cells in an open
field during a complex foraging trajectory (shown in gray). Black dots indicate
location of rat when place cell fires. (B) Example of nine place cells during
running on the circular track. Dots indicating location of the virtual rat when
individual cells fired. Place cells fired in localized regions of the circular track. (C)
Simultaneous plot of the spiking activity of all 400 cells, showing that spikes
occurred in individual place cells for almost all locations on the circular track.
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between firing fields, as well as different spatial phases relative to
the environment. Orientation was kept consistent within a simula-
tion, based on similarity of orientation within each local region of
entorhinal cortex. These properties are obtained with the Burgess,
Barry and O’Keefe model of grid cells (Burgess et al., 2005, 2007;
O’Keefe & Burgess, 2005). In this model, membrane potential
oscillations in individual neurons interfere in a manner resulting in
grid cell firing patterns. The difference in size and spacing of grid
fields results from differences in the baseline frequency of
membrane potential oscillations, consistent with experimental data

showing differences in intrinsic membrane potential oscillation
frequency along the dorsal to ventral axis of the medial entorhinal
cortex (Giocomo et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007).
Data show that the frequency of membrane potential oscillations is

increased from baseline by depolarizing input (Alonso & Llinas, 1989;
Alonso & Klink, 1993; Dickson et al., 2000; Giocomo et al., 2007).
Thus, depolarizing input to superficial layers of entorhinal cortex
(Caballero-Bleda & Witter, 1993) from head direction cells in the
postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990b; Sharp et al., 2001; Taube &
Bassett, 2003) and deep layers of entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al.,
2006) could provide changes in oscillation frequency dependent upon
head direction activity. In the Burgess model, speed-modulated head
direction input alters oscillation frequency in different dendrites of
entorhinal stellate cells in proportion to the speed of movement in
different directions (Burgess et al., 2007; Giocomo et al., 2007;
Hasselmo et al., 2007). The pattern of grid cell firing g(t) arises due to
interference of different frequencies induced by the integration of
different head direction inputs. The model used in previous papers is
described here by the following equation:

gjkðtÞ¼H½
Y

i

fcosð2pfjtÞþcosðð2pfjðtþB
Z t

0

~hiðsÞdsÞþ~uikÞg� ð1Þ

In this equation, gjk(t) represents the firing over time of a single grid
cell with baseline frequency fj and the dendritic oscillation phase
vector ~uik. Pi represents the product of the different dendritic
oscillations receiving input from different components of the head
direction vector with index i. Q represents a Heaviside step function
output (the model has output 1 for values above a threshold of 0.3, and
output of 0 otherwise). The intrinsic membrane potential oscillations
have baseline frequency fj for different populations of grid cells j. The
frequencies of dendritic oscillations are modulated by input from a
population of head direction cells with activity represented by the
vector ~hiðtÞ. This representation of head direction is described below
and is mathematically equivalent to the Burgess model. This input is
scaled by a constant B set to 0.00385 based on experimental data
(Giocomo et al., 2007). The dendritic branches of a single grid cell
have initial phases represented by the initial phase vector ~uik that has
an element for each component of input hi and differs across
individual grid cells k.
This model creates grid cell firing fields with spacing dependent

upon modulation of the intrinsic oscillation frequency fj (Giocomo
et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007). The sum of the somatic oscillation
with frequency f and each dendritic oscillation with frequency
f þ fB~hðtÞ results in an interference pattern that has an envelope
with a frequency equal to the difference of the two frequencies fB~hðtÞ.
Note that this model can also generate grid cell patterns with direct
interactions of dendritic oscillations in the absence of somatic
oscillations (Hasselmo et al., 2007). Recent simulations show that
dendritic oscillations tend to synchronize, but the same model
presented here can be implemented by using neurons that show
intrinsic persistent spiking at a stable frequency and can shift their
phase transiently in response to depolarizing input (Hasselmo, 2008;
Hasselmo & Brandon, 2008). This is consistent with extensive
experimental data on properties of persistent spiking neurons in
entorhinal cortex (Egorov et al., 2002; Fransén et al., 2006). That
implementation uses changes in spiking phase caused by transient
input but does not use long-term changes in stable persistent spiking
frequency caused by stronger input.
In most simulations presented here, the model in Eqn 1 was

replaced with Eqn 2, which generates denser grid cell firing and more

Fig. 5. (A) Example of tuning of two head direction cells from the simulation,
with preference for angles of 120� and 240�. (B–C) Movement directions coded
by the population of head direction cells during running on the circular track
(95 cm in diameter). Straight lines show the velocity vectors coded by head
direction at each location. (B) During waking (encoding), head direction cells
driven by actual movement effectively code direction at each point in time,
resulting in similar length and gradual shift in orientation of lines (for clarity,
lines are shown for every 5th time step). (C) During REM replay (retrieval),
head direction cells are activated by the spread of activity from place cells. This
results in retrieved velocity vectors that vary somewhat in length and
orientation, but effectively retrieve the circular trajectory (lines are shown for
every time step).
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effective place cell formation. This gave function similar to Eqn 1
with less variability in spike timing.

gjkðtÞ ¼ H½
Y

i

cosð2pfjB
Z t

0

~hiðsÞdsþ~uikÞ� ð2Þ

These models of grid cells generate grid cell firing patterns that
depend on three parameters. The size and spacing of firing fields
depends upon parameter fj, the spatial phase depends upon ~uik and the
orientation depends upon the parameter /i (described in the section on
head direction input). Examples of grid cell firing activity are shown
for random foraging in an open field in Fig. 2. For ease of viewing,
only 48 cells are shown in Figs 2 and 3. In Fig. 3, firing patterns are
shown for the same grid cell model during simulated running of a
circular track during waking. Grid cell patterns similar to those on the
circular track in Fig. 3 provided the input for encoding in these
simulations. The simulations presented here all used 75 grid cells (25
grid cells at each frequency, with five different spatial phases in each
spatial dimension).

Note that the function of the model presented here can be obtained
with different types of grid cell models, as long as they perform path
integration based on head direction activity. Thus, the model can also
function with grid cell models using interactions between neurons
spiking at different phases (Hasselmo, 2008; Hasselmo & Brandon,
2008), and with continuous attractor models updated by head direction
input (Fuhs & Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006).

Place cells

The next stage of the model involves the generation of place cell
spiking activity based on grid cell spiking activity. Previous research
has proposed different ways by which place cells could arise from grid
cell input (Fuhs & Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006; Rolls
et al., 2006; Solstad et al., 2006; Franzius et al., 2007b; Molter &
Yamaguchi, 2007). The mechanism used here resembles previous
models, and was selected for simplicity and computation speed. In the
model presented here, a simple thresholded summation of the location-
dependent firing properties of entorhinal grid cells is used for the
initial induction of place cell activity. A wide array of grid cells with
different spatial phases and frequencies are simulated. Place cells are
then created during a period before simulation of waking (encoding)
and REM replay. During this period, random subsets of three grid cells
are selected as inputs for a new place cell that fires in any location
where all three grid cells fire. This generates a spatial firing pattern for
each place cell that is evaluated by taking the standard deviation of
spiking location in the x and y dimension. If the standard deviation of
spiking location is smaller than a previously set parameter in both
dimensions, then this place cell is selected for inclusion. The input
synapses from the randomly selected subset of three grid cells to this
place cell are strengthened according to the outer product equation:

WGP ¼
X

~gðtÞT~pðtÞ ð3Þ

where ~gðtÞT is a column vector of presynaptic grid cell activity
including the three currently selected grid cells, and ~pðtÞ is a row
vector of place cell activity with only the currently selected place cell
active. This ensures that the same place cells are reliably activated in
the same location dependent on the pattern of grid cell spiking induced
by the phase of grid cells.

During both waking (encoding) and REM replay, the place cell row
vector ~pðtÞ results from the pattern of activity in the grid cell row

vector ~gðtÞdependent upon multiplication by the previously modified
synaptic connectivity WGP between these regions as follows:

~pðtÞ ¼~gðtÞWGP ð4Þ

Examples of individual place cells from the simulation are shown
for an open field trajectory in Fig. 4A and for the circular track in
Fig. 4B. The coverage of the circular track by the firing fields of 400
place cells is shown in Fig. 4C, illustrating that this number of place
cells effectively represents location throughout the circular track. Most
simulations presented here used 400 place cells, except where the
effect of number of place cells on REM replay is tested.
The responses of the grid cells and place cells in this model are

not direction dependent, consistent with data from recordings in the
open field. However, if the grid cell oscillation phase is reset at the
reward location, the response of grid cells (and therefore also of
place cells) will be directional. Alternatively, if the grid cell phase is
updated by running speed alone without head direction, then the grid
cells will respond on the basis of the arc length of the trajectory,
rather than two-dimensional location. In both of these conditions, if
the rat were tested with a different direction of running, the firing
pattern of grid cells and place cells would differ. This might enhance
the capacity to encode overlapping trajectories without interference
(Hasselmo, 2007).

Head direction cell activity

The representation of movement direction (velocity) in the model is
provided by head direction cells. Extensive experimental data
describe head direction cells in the deep layers of the entorhinal
cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006) and in other areas including the
postsubiculum (dorsal presubiculum) and the anterior thalamus
(Taube et al., 1990a, 1996; Knierim et al., 1995, 1998; Taube &
Burton, 1995; Sharp, 1996; Sharp et al., 2001; Taube & Bassett,
2003; Yu et al., 2006). Head direction cells fire selectively when the
rat is heading in angles close to the preferred direction of the cell. In
the model, the activity of head direction cells is modulated by the
speed of the simulated rat. Physiologically, this could arise from
input from cells showing firing rate changes with translational speed
in deep entorhinal layers (Sargolini et al., 2006) and in postsubic-
ulum (Taube et al., 1990b; Sharp, 1996). Alternatively, the speed
modulation could also arise due to modulation from neurons in other
regions that respond linearly to different speeds of translational
motion (Sharp, 1996; O’Keefe et al., 1998; Sharp & Turner-
Williams, 2005; Sharp et al., 2006).
This model simulates the activity of multiple head direction cells

that are modulated by speed. Head direction cell activity is represented
by the vector ~hðtÞ. The model computes the speed-modulated head
direction response from the velocity vector of movement in space
~vðtÞ ¼ ½DxðtÞ;DyðtÞ� that combines the distance moved in the x and y
directions during each discrete unit of time t (20 ms in these
simulations). The velocity row vector is multiplied by the head
direction transformation matrix (H) to obtain the speed-modulated
head direction vector ~hðtÞ:

�h ¼ �vðtÞH ¼ �vðtÞ cosð/1Þ cosð/2Þ cosð/3Þ
sinð/1Þ sinð/2Þ sinð/3Þ

� � �
� �

ð5Þ

The model performs similarly with two different versions of speed-
modulated head direction input, as used in the Burgess grid cell model
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(Burgess et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007). As presented above,
Eqn 5 produces head direction activity going positive and negative,
and the grid cell model in Eqns 1 and 2 functions effectively with this
input. However, because head direction cells have low background
firing and increase their firing in only one direction, the model was
also tested with the head direction vector rectified by a threshold
linear function (with threshold zero). With this input, the grid cell
model was modified to allow interactions of head direction inputs
with differences of 180� (Burgess et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007).
In the matrix H, each value /i represents the preferred angle of one

individual head direction cell. In most simulations, the preferred
angles were set at intervals of p ⁄ 3 radians (60�) and six head direction
cells were used. As the velocity vector changes over time, ~vðtÞ, this
changes the speed-modulated head direction vector over time, ~hðtÞ.
The activity of speed-modulated head direction cells in the model is
shown in Fig. 5. The tuning of two different cells to head direction is
shown in Fig. 5A. The lines in Fig. 5B show the head direction
vectors coded by the full population of head direction cells during
waking (at every fifth time step for clarity). Here the vectors change
systematically with the tangent of the trajectory. The lines in Fig. 5C
show the head direction vector at every time point during REM replay.

Phases of grid cell oscillations code continuous location

The depolarization of grid cell dendrites by speed-modulated head
direction input increases dendritic frequency and advances the phase
of the dendritic oscillations in the grid cell model. This causes the
change in phase of grid cell dendritic oscillations ~uðtÞ to effectively
integrate the speed-modulated head direction vector ~hðtÞ, which is
proportional to the velocity vector. This means that the two-
dimensional spatial location vector ~xðtÞ ¼ ½xðtÞ; yðtÞ� during waking
is directly coded by the phase vector of grid cell dendritic oscillations
(Hasselmo, 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007). The dendritic oscillation
phase is scaled by the orientation selectivity of the head direction cells
(represented by a matrix H) as well as the intrinsic frequency f of the
grid cell, and the scaling factor B. The grid cell phase is related to the
location vector~xðtÞ at each time point relative to the starting location
x0 as follows: ~uðtÞ � uk ¼ ð~xðtÞ �~x0ÞH2pfB. Therefore, the coding
of two-dimensional location (relative to starting location) by dendritic
oscillation phase can be obtained by using the inverse equation:

~xðtÞ �~x0 ¼ ð~uðtÞ � ukÞH�1=2pfB ð6Þ

The internal representation of location can be obtained from the
phase of just two grid cell dendrites by using the following inverse
matrix (Strang, 1988) based on the head direction transform matrix
in Eqn 5:

H�1 ¼ sin/2 � sin
cos/2 cos/1

� �
=ðcos/1 sin/2 � sin/1 cos/2Þ ð7Þ

Note that when the rectified version of the transform matrix is used,
this requires combining phases before the transform in the same
manner that head direction inputs were combined. The inverse
transform of grid cell phase is used in Figs 6, 8, 9 and 12 to
demonstrate how the activity of grid cells in the model codes
continuous spatial location over time during waking, and how the
phase of the same grid cells shifts in a systematic way due to
temporally structured replay of trajectories during simulated REM
sleep. In short, the inverse transform of grid cell phase allows

continuous plotting of the internal representation of location during
REM replay.
The integration of velocity by phase is sensitive to the accumulation

of noise. Some simulations of encoding used random changes in
running speed to test noise sensitivity, but the integration of velocity
was assumed to be accurate to reduce the complexity of the
simulation. Integration noise would require updating of phase by
sensory input from the environment, as addressed in previous studies
(Burgess et al., 2007; Franzius et al., 2007a).

Encoding during waking

Simulations of waking behavior focus on the rat moving in a circular
trajectory over a period of 24 s (1200 steps). The movement for each
20-ms time step along this trajectory allows computation of the
velocity vector that determines the activity of the head direction vector
~hðtÞ as shown in Eqn 5. During waking, the head direction activity is
driven by sensory and proprioceptive input via the head direction
circuit from brainstem structures through anterior thalamus to the
postsubiculum (Goodridge & Taube, 1997; Sharp et al., 2001;
Taube & Bassett, 2003). The influence of feedback from hippocampal

Fig. 6. The internal retrieval of trajectory during REM sleep matches the
trajectory experienced during waking. (A) The circular trajectory experienced
and encoded during waking behaviour (95 cm in diameter). (B) The inverse
transform of the phase of entorhinal grid cell oscillations during REM sleep
shows that internal retrieval effectively replicates the original trajectory. The
retrieval (black) covers the plot of the waking trajectory (gray).
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place cells is modeled as weaker than the influence of excitatory
sensory input that dominates head direction activity during waking
(possibly due to feedforward inhibition). Neuromodulators could
contribute to this difference in dynamics between waking and REM
sleep (Hasselmo, 1999). The head direction vector updates the activity
of grid cells according to Eqn 2. As the virtual rat moves, the grid cell
activity shifts and causes sequential activation of different place cells
via synaptic connections according to Eqn 4.

Encoding of the behavior during waking results from synaptic
modification of the connections WPH between the full population of
place cells ~pðtÞ and the population of head direction cells ~hðtÞ, as
follows:

WPHðt þ 1Þ ¼ ðWPHðtÞ þ
X

t

~pðtÞT~hðtÞÞ=2 ð8Þ

This equation updates the weights by the average of the previous
weight and the outer product of the current place cell ~pðtÞ and head
direction vector ~hðtÞ. This synaptic modification provides the mech-
anism for later retrieval of movements associated with each place
along the trajectory, but does not influence head direction activity
during waking. Because the equation for synaptic modification
depresses some connections while enhancing others, the initial pattern
of connectivity has little effect. Most simulations started withWPH as a
matrix of zeros, but similar performance occurred during testing of a
wide range of starting values. This matrix could correspond to direct
projections from region CA1 of the hippocampus to the postsubiculum
(van Groen & Wyss, 1990), or to the effect of projections from
hippocampus to subiculum (Swanson et al., 1978; Amaral & Witter,
1989), and projections from the subiculum to the postsubiculum and
medial entorhinal cortex (Naber & Witter, 1998).

Temporally structured replay during REM sleep

During simulation of REM sleep, the network receives no direct
sensory input. The network is only presented the initial pattern of grid
cell, place cell and head direction activity on the first step that starts
the replay. After this initial cue, the activity of head direction cells is
determined entirely by the spread of activity across previously
modified synapses WPH from the hippocampus. For each new pattern
of place cell activation, activity spreads across the connections WPH to
activate the associated head direction vector. The spread of activity
from place cells to head direction cells is summarized by the following
equation, which includes normalization based on the sum of all place
cell activity.

~hðtÞ ¼~pðtÞWPH=
X

~pðtÞ ð9Þ

During REM replay, this head direction vector then causes a
progressive shift in the phase of grid cell oscillations (Eqn 2) and a
shift in the pattern of grid cell firing until spiking is induced in a new
set of place cells (Eqn 4). If the transition to new place cell input is
slow, the head direction vector is maintained by graded persistent
firing of the head direction cells. Graded persistent firing has been
shown in intracellular recording from neurons in deep layers of
entorhinal cortex slice preparations (Egorov et al., 2002; Fransén
et al., 2006) and persistent firing has been shown with whole cell
patch recording in slices of postsubiculum (Yoshida & Hasselmo,
2008). These data on persistent spiking were observed in the presence
of cholinergic agonists, indicating that these effects would be present
during the high levels of acetylcholine present in cortical structures

during REM sleep (Marrosu et al., 1995). Thus, if necessary, the
persistent firing allows head direction activity to continue for a period
of time during which it causes a shift in frequency of oscillations in
entorhinal grid cells.
The head direction vector causes a progressive shift in the phase of

grid cell oscillations and a shift in the pattern of grid cell firing until
spiking is induced in a new set of place cells. The new place cell
activity then induces a new pattern of head direction firing ~hðtÞ
according to Eqn 9 that further updates the pattern of grid cell activity,
and the cycle of temporally structured replay continues. Thus,
continuous REM replay depends upon interactions in a loop including
connections from place cells ~pðtÞ to head direction cells ~hðtÞ, from
head direction cells~hðtÞ to grid cells~gðtÞ, and from grid cells back to
place cells ~pðtÞ.

Results

In these simulations, interacting populations of grid cells, place cells
and head direction cells encode the circular trajectory through the
environment experienced during waking, and demonstrate temporally
structured replay of the activity during simulated REM sleep, as
summarized in Figs 5–12.
The temporally structured replay depends upon the spatial pattern

of activity of different populations that are shown in Figs 2–5. The
spiking activity that occurs in the population of grid cells in the
model is shown during running in an open field environment in
Fig. 2. The pattern of spiking activity in this population of grid cells
effectively replicates the firing properties of grid cells recorded in
medial entorhinal cortex during random foraging in an open field
(Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006; Fyhn et al., 2007). The
properties of the different grid cells shown in Fig. 2 are influenced
by the oscillatory phase uik that determines the spatial phase of grid
cell firing in two dimensions, and by the parameter of baseline
oscillation frequency fj that determines the size and spacing of firing
fields.
Figure 3 shows the pattern of firing of these grid cells during

running on the circular track that is the primary focus of these
simulations. Note that each grid cell shows multiple different firing
fields on the circular track. The grid cell firing results from progressive
input from head direction cells firing in response to progressively
different head directions at different positions around the circle, as
shown in Fig. 5B.
Individual cells in the population of place cells in the model

replicate the highly localized firing fields of hippocampal place cells,
as shown in Fig. 4 for an open field trajectory (Fig. 4A) and the
circular track (Fig. 4B). The patterns of grid cell firing spread across
the modified synapses WGP from grid cells to place cells. The
mechanism for initial selection of place cells results in connectivity
from groups of grid cells with overlapping firing locations that results
in the individual examples of localized place cell firing shown in
Fig. 4A and B. The full set of 400 place cells effectively codes
locations around most of the circular track, as shown by the plot in
Fig. 4C showing spiking activity of all place cells in the population.
Individual head direction cells in the model respond when the rat

moves in directions close to the preferred direction of the cell, as
shown in Fig. 5A. These tuning curves resemble the data on cells with
relatively wide tuning to head direction (Sharp, 1996; Sargolini et al.,
2006). During running on the circular track in the waking period, the
head direction vector shows a progressive change in firing driven by
the different head directions of the virtual rat as it runs, as shown in
Fig. 5B. During REM sleep, the head direction cell vector is driven by
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the spread of activity across previously modified synapses WPH. The
retrieval mechanism causes progressive activation in the population of
head direction cells that codes different directions of movement, as
shown in Fig. 5C. During REM sleep, the retrieval mechanism does
not run as smoothly as the input during waking, resulting in more
variability in the direction and magnitude of the vectors representing
head direction activity in Fig. 5C. However, this variability does
not prevent effective retrieval function, and REM replay is similar
even if noise is added to the head direction vectors during waking
(encoding).
The progressive shift in activation of different head direction cells

during the REM retrieval phase results in a systematic structured
change in the phase of oscillations in simulated entorhinal grid cells,
as shown in Fig. 6. The trajectory experienced during waking is shown
in Fig. 6A. In Fig. 6B the inverse transform of the grid cell phase in
Eqns 6 and 7 is used to plot the internal representation of location
over time during REM sleep. As shown in Fig. 6B, the internal
representation of location (black line) follows a trajectory through
space that effectively matches the trajectory experienced during
waking (Fig. 6A). There is some variation in the trajectory during

different retrieval examples (see Fig. 8), but the network is usually
able to retrieve the full trajectory effectively.
Most simulations set the initial conditions of replay to match the

pattern of grid cell, place cell and head direction activity from the start
of the waking encoding period. However, the network can perform
replay with any initial conditions for head direction cells because the
head direction activity during REM is determined by the synaptic
input from place cells. In addition, the network can perform replay
with any initial conditions for place cell activity because this activity is
rapidly altered by the current grid cell input. Thus, the crucial initial
conditions were determined by the grid cell phase. REM replay
occurred for starting grid cell phases corresponding to locations
experienced anywhere on the circular track. If the starting grid cell
phase did not correspond to a location on the track, then the circuit of
place cells and head direction cells was not activated, and the retrieval
would drift randomly (unless it happened to overlap with a segment of
the circular track).
Examples of the temporally structured replay of place cell activity

during different simulations are shown in Figs 7 and 8. Individual
simulations differ because of the random selection of grid to place
connections. Figure 7 shows activity from one simulation in the form
of ten place cells randomly selected from the full population of 400
place cells. The figure shows separate plots for place cell activity
during simulated waking behavior (Fig. 7A) and during simulated
REM sleep (Fig. 7B). During the 24-s simulated waking period, the
pattern of place cell spiking activity is determined by the trajectory of
actual movement through the environment. The virtual rat goes
around the circular track four times, resulting in four cycles of
sequential activation in the same set of ten place cells. During
simulated REM sleep, the network starts with place cell activity in
one location and this triggers four cycles of retrieval of the full
circular trajectory. Due to the internal spread of retrieval activity, the
network shows sequential place cell activity with spike timing similar
to waking.
Figure 8 shows place cell activity during waking behavior and

during simulated REM sleep for ten different simulations run
separately with creation of different connectivity between grid cells
and place cells for each simulation. Each row of the figure shows
activity for a different simulation. Each box in column A shows
spiking of ten place cells during waking, and the box in the same row
of column B shows spiking of the same ten place cells during REM.
Column C shows the inverse transform of grid cell phase indicating
internal representation of location. In six out of ten cases, the pattern
of place cell spiking during the full duration of REM replay closely
resembles the pattern of spiking during waking. In these cases, the
pattern of place cell spiking during REM shows the same temporal
structure as the pattern of place cell spiking during waking.
In some cases, REM replay does not complete multiple cycles. This

is consistent with the fact that replay is variable in experimental data.
For instance, in the examples in rows 3 and 7, REM replay breaks
down after one cycle of successful retrieval. This is also visible in the
trajectory plots in rows 3 and 7 of column C. In Row 6, REM replay
completes three cycles but then ceases. In Row 4, the internal
representation during REM replay does not follow the circular track
perfectly but still completes all cycles, activating a subset of the place
cells activated during waking. In multiple groups of ten simulations,
an average of six out of ten simulations showed successful completion
of all cycles. The variation between different simulations results from
the random selection of different place cells and the corresponding
variation in distribution of synaptic weights between grid cells and
place cells and between place cells and head direction cells. The
consistency of retrieval could be enhanced by various techniques: for

Fig. 7. Place cell activity during simulation of REM retrieval replicates the
place cell activity during waking behavior. (A) Spiking activity of ten place
cells during waking behavior. Spiking is shown in different rows during a
period of 24 s of running the circular track, resulting in four full cycles of the
track and four sequences of repeated spiking in the same place cells. (B)
Spiking activity of the same ten place cells during simulated REM sleep
(retrieval). Spiking is shown during a period of 24 s of simulated REM, during
which the retrieval results in four full cycles of activation of the same sequence
of place cells seen during waking.
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example, associating place with angular velocity, or including cells
responding to arc length (Hasselmo, 2007). However, the experimental
data also show variability, and the features of this model could be
evaluated by comparing properties of variance in the model with
properties of variance in future experimental data.

The speed of temporally structured replay of place cell activity
depends upon the magnitude of persistent firing in the head direction
cells during REM replay, which is determined by the strength of
connections WPH from place cells to head direction cells. This can be

demonstrated by altering the strength of WPH by multiplying the
matrix with a constant s with different values, as shown in Figs 9 and
10. As shown in Fig. 9, multiplying with s = 0.5 results in replay that
is half the speed of waking (two cycles are completed during REM
replay rather than four). Multiplying with s = 1.5 results in replay that
is 50% faster than waking (six cycles vs. four). Setting s close to zero
greatly slows the sequential activity. The replay can be graded to a
range of different speeds, as shown in Fig. 10. In these figures,
simulations with multiple cycles of successful replay were chosen for

Fig. 8. Examples of place cell activity and retrieved trajectory during 10 different simulations of the full model. Each row shows a separate simulation. Six out of 10
simulations showed full replay during REM. Column A plots show spiking activity of 10 place cells during waking. Column B plots in the same row show spiking
activity of the same ten place cells during REM replay. Note similarity of patterns in Column B to Column A. Column C plots the inverse transform of grid cell
activity during REM, showing successful retrieval of the circular trajectory in six out of 10 cases (track diameter 95 cm). In unsuccessful cases, the trajectory
diverges from the circular track.
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each value of s. Thus, the model predicts that faster replay corresponds
to stronger synaptic connections from place cells to head direction
cells, and higher firing rates in head direction cells. Previous studies
have demonstrated how difficult it is to show learning-induced
changes in synaptic strength (Moser et al., 1993), but unit recording
can test the prediction that higher head direction firing rates should be
correlated with faster replay.
The temporal structure of replay can even account for changes in

the movement speed of the rat during waking. As shown in Fig. 11, the
simulation shows REM replay of a consistent change in running speed
occurring near the reward location during waking. Figure 11A1,
shows plots of the running speed (labelled ‘s’) of the virtual rat in
cm ⁄ s as well as one dimension of location (labelled ‘x’) in cm. In
Fig. 11A1, the location x changes cyclically similar to a sine wave, as
the rat runs around the circular track. Speed starts out as a straight line
at 50 cm ⁄ s and then reduces to 5 cm ⁄ s near the reward location. In
Fig. 11A2, there is no external influence on movement. The speed of
movement is determined entirely by the spread of activity from place
cells to head direction cells. In this case, REM replay still shows the
same pattern as waking, with slowing of running speed to about
5 cm ⁄ s near reward location. Figure 11A4, shows that the pattern of
place cell activity during REM replay matches that seen during
waking (Fig. 11A3), with a longer period of place cell activity during
slowing.
REM replay is not altered by noise added to the running speed, as

shown in Fig. 11B. In this figure, random changes in running speed
were added in proportion to 30% of total running speed. This does not
prevent the REM replay in Fig. 11B2 from showing the same pattern
of location and speed changes that appear during waking in Fig. 11B1.
Performance was similar if speed was assumed to be uniform but noise
was added at the stage of the speed-modulated head direction activity.
Note that this example shows transient reduction of running speed to
25 cm ⁄ s during waking and REM replay, to illustrate the capacity to
match different quantitative changes in running speed. Note that noise
results in changes in running speed that are recapitulated during each

cycle of REM replay. Figure 11C shows that the REM replay also
replicates changes in the baseline running speed from 50 to 25 cm ⁄ s
(note the increase in simulation period to 48 s).
As noted above, the speed of REM replay depends upon the

magnitude of synaptic transmission on the synapses WPH from place
cells to head direction cells. Systematic changes in strength due to a
multiplier of WPH cause systematic changes in number of cycles
during replay, as shown in Fig. 12A. The success of retrieval also
depends upon the number of place cells used in the network, as shown
in Fig. 12B. This figure shows the average number of cycles of REM
replay for ten simulations run with different numbers of place cells
(and with noise set at 20%). The waking period was 24 s, but each
simulation was tested for the number of cycles during a longer period
of 48 s of REM replay. For small numbers of place cells (e.g. between
36 and 256 place cells), there was less than one cycle of REM replay
in the majority of cases, and the mean number of cycles completed
was fewer than two. In contrast, for larger numbers of place cells (e.g.
324 and higher), the average number of cycles of REM replay jumps
up to over three, indicating successful REM replay of multiple cycles
in most simulations. This shows that when a sufficient number of
place cells provide a high-resolution representation of place in the
environment, the network performs successful REM replay of multiple
cycles of the task.
These simulations propose a potential mechanism for REM replay

in place cells, and generate predictions that REM replay should appear
in other populations of cells, including both head direction cells and
grid cells, with specific timing in coordination with the place cell
activity. As shown in Fig. 12C, this model predicts that entorhinal grid
cells should show patterns of activity during REM sleep that correlate
with the patterns of activity present during waking behaviour.
Figure 12C5 shows that the pattern of grid cell activity during
simulated REM closely resembles the pattern of grid cell activity
induced by running on the circular track during waking, as shown in
Fig. 12C4. Thus, these simulations generate detailed predictions about
the expected pattern of spiking activity during REM replay.

sWPH B. Place REM C. TrajA. Place Waking

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.1

0     0     Time(sec) 24 Time(sec) 24

Fig. 9. Time course of REM replay determined by strength of connections from place cells to head direction cells WPH. Column A shows place cell activity during
waking, with same speed of movement. In each row of Column B, the connections WPH are multiplied by a different value during REM replay. This results in
different speeds of replay relative to waking, with s = 0.1 resulting in less than ½ cycle, s = 0.5 resulting in two cycles during 24 s, s = 1.0 resulting in four cycles,
and s = 1.5 resulting in six cycles during 24 s. Thick black lines in column C show retrieved trajectories.
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Discussion

The simulations presented here show how temporally structured replay
during REM sleep (Louie & Wilson, 2001) could arise from a circuit
including grid cells, place cells and head direction cells. Place cells in
the simulation respond to the circular trajectory during waking
(Figs 7A and 8A), and the same place cells are activated sequentially
in the absence of sensory input during the simulation of REM replay
(Figs 7B and 8B). The sequential readout of place cell activity during
simulated REM sleep matches the timing of place cell activity during
waking, including changes in the speed of movement (Fig. 11). The
inverse transform of grid cell phase shows that the internal represen-
tation of the trajectory during simulated REM sleep closely matches
the trajectory experienced during waking (Figs 6, 8 and 9).

These simulations demonstrate a potential mechanism for the
temporally structured replay of place cell activity during REM sleep
demonstrated experimentally using multiple single unit recording in
rats (Louie & Wilson, 2001). Similar to the data, the simulation shows

REM replay with temporal scaling similar to waking activity. Changes
in the strength of synaptic connections between place cells and head
direction cells (Figs 9 and 10) alter the speed of REM replay relative
to waking in a manner that resembles the variability in scaling factor
seen in the data for different REM episodes (Louie & Wilson, 2001).
The model presented here generates the prediction that head

direction activity should show a corresponding replay of sequences
occurring during waking. This prediction of the model motivated
experiments that show head direction cell activity during REM sleep
that correlates with prior waking behavior (Brandon et al., 2008). The
model also generates the prediction that grid cell activity in entorhinal
cortex should show replay of particular sequences occurring during
waking (Fig. 12).
This model could function with any of a wide range of different grid

cell models (Fuhs & Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006; Blair
et al., 2007; Burgess et al., 2007), as long as they perform path
integration based on head direction and speed. The simulations shown
here used grid cell activity based on a previously published model of
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Fig. 10. Ten examples of REM replay with different strengths of connections from place cells to head direction cells WPH. Column A shows place cell activity
during waking, with same speed of movement. In each row of Column B, the connectionsWPH are multiplied by a different value (shown on left) during REM replay.
This results in different speeds of replay relative to waking.
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medial entorhinal grid cells (Burgess et al., 2005, 2007; O’Keefe &
Burgess, 2005) based on earlier models of theta phase precession
(O’Keefe & Recce, 1993; Lengyel et al., 2003). In this model, input

from different head direction cells to single entorhinal grid cells alters
the frequency and phase of dendritic oscillations relative to each other,
resulting in an interference pattern that replicates grid cell firing
(Burgess et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007). As shown in Figs 2 and
3, the model produces grid cells with different properties of field
spacing and size that depend upon the baseline oscillation frequency
within each neuron. The grid cell firing corresponds to differences in
field spacing and size seen along the dorsal to ventral axis of medial
entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006; Fyhn
et al., 2007), and the oscillation frequency difference corresponds to
the experimental data showing membrane potential oscillation differ-
ences along the dorsal to ventral axis of medial entorhinal cortex
(Giocomo et al., 2007; Hasselmo et al., 2007). The same circuit
presented here could function with other models of grid cells,
including models using network attractor dynamics updated by head
direction input (Fuhs & Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006).
This grid cell model is mathematically similar to a grid cell model
created using the mechanism of persistent firing (Hasselmo, 2008;
Hasselmo & Brandon, 2008) in which grid cell firing arises from
convergent input from persistent spiking neurons with specific phase
relationships determined by head direction.
The simulation presented here could function with a range of

mechanisms for creating place cells from grid cell input (Fuhs &
Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006; Rolls et al., 2006; Solstad
et al., 2006; Franzius et al., 2007b; Molter & Yamaguchi, 2007). The
mechanism presented here selects place cells with spatial variance
below a chosen value and strengthens synaptic input to these place
cells from medial entorhinal grid cells. The size of place cell firing
fields necessary for effective function in the model is consistent with
evidence for the size of place cell firing fields in the hippocampus.
The most specific requirements of the model presented here concern

the nature of head direction responses and the influence of place cells
on head direction cells. Extensive experimental data describe head
direction cells in areas receiving output from the hippocampal
formation, including the deep layers of the entorhinal cortex (Sargolini
et al., 2006) and the postsubiculum (dorsal presubiculum) (Taube
et al., 1990a, 1996; Knierim et al., 1995; Taube & Burton, 1995;
Sharp, 1996; Sharp et al., 2001; Taube & Bassett, 2003). The influence
of place cells on head direction cells could underlie data showing cells
with a combination of place and head direction dependence in the
presubiculum and parasubiculum (Cacucci et al., 2004). The head
direction tuning width used here matches data on cells with relatively
wide head direction tuning (Sharp, 1996; Sargolini et al., 2006), but
narrower tuning could be used with a different grid cell model. The
current simulation uses head direction activity modulated by move-
ment speed. Some neurons show speed modulation in deep entorhinal
cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006), postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990b;
Sharp, 1996) and related structures (O’Keefe et al., 1998; Sharp &
Turner-Williams, 2005; Sharp et al., 2006). However, this aspect of
the circuit might require activation of separate populations of cells that
then converge on the grid cell representation.
Because head direction cells are also seen in retrospenial cortex

(Cho & Sharp, 2001), the reactivation of head direction cells during
retrieval could underlie evidence for activation of retrosplenial cortex
in humans during performance of autobiographical memory tasks
(Piefke et al., 2003; Steinvorth et al., 2006) and spatial memory tasks
(Epstein et al., 2007; Iaria et al., 2007).
The oscillatory dynamics used in the grid cell model are consistent

with the theta frequency field potential oscillations that appear
prominently in layers of the hippocampus where synaptic input arrives
from the entorhinal cortex (Brankack et al., 1993; Booth & Poe, 2006;
Hasselmo et al., 2007), and with differences in intrinsic frequency of
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Fig. 11. REM replay can replicate changes in running speed during waking.
(A1) During waking, location (in cm) changes cyclically as rat traverses
circular track (line marked x). Top line on same plot shows speed in cm ⁄ s
(line marked s), starting with a steady speed of 50 cm ⁄ s, and reducing to
5 cm ⁄ s during each approach to the reward location (when x approaches
50 cm). (A2) REM replay shows the same slowing of speed near the reward
location. (A3) Place cell firing during waking shows extended place cell
activity near reward location that also occurs during REM replay (A4). (B1)
Network performance is similar with addition of noise to the movement speed
during waking. To show the capacity to replicate different speed changes, the
external change in speed goes from 50 to 25 cm ⁄ s near reward location. (B2)
REM replay shows similar changes in speed (note similar pattern of noise on
each cycle). (B3) Place cell activity during waking resembles place cell
activity during REM replay (B4). (C1) The network performance is similar
when movement starts at 25 cm ⁄ s and reduces to 12.5 cm ⁄ s near reward.
(C2) REM replay shows similar changes in speed, and place cell activity
during waking (C3) resembles that during REM replay (C4). Note that plots
show 24 s in A and B and 48 s in C.
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neurons along the dorsal to ventral axis of the hippocampus (Maurer
et al., 2005).

If the same location in the environment is associated with multiple
different head directions or speeds, this can cause ambiguity for
replay. This ambiguity can be overcome by neural activity dependent
upon the trajectory arc length or temporal duration from a recent
stopping point. Arc length coding can be obtained in the model by
resetting oscillatory phase at stopping locations (Hasselmo, 2007,
2008) and removing the influence of head direction by using input
from cells modulated by speed alone (Sharp, 1996; O’Keefe et al.,
1998; Sharp et al., 2006). The simulation of arc-length coding
(Hasselmo, 2007) closely matches spiking properties of hippocampal
neurons that respond selectively dependent on recent context in tasks
such as spatial alternation (Lee et al., 2006) and delayed non-match to
position (Griffin et al., 2007).

If the influence of external sensory input is reduced for a period
during waking, the circuit presented here could perform episodic
retrieval of previously experienced trajectories during waking. This
could underlie data on forward replay of place cell activity
corresponding to experienced trajectories shown experimentally
during waking behavior (Foster & Wilson, 2006; Diba & Buzsaki,

2007; Johnson & Redish, 2007). The model does not address reverse
replay of sequences, but this reverse replay has not been demonstrated
during REM sleep replay (Louie & Wilson, 2001). With appropriate
increases in replay speed, this circuit could also underlie forward
hippocampal replay occurring during slow wave sleep (Skaggs &
McNaughton, 1996; Nadasdy et al., 1999) that could drive the replay
shown in neocortical structures (Ribeiro et al., 2004; Euston et al.,
2007; Ji & Wilson, 2007). However, the faster time scale of replay in
these other studies would require a stronger influence of place cells on
head direction cells, or an increase in oscillation frequencies in
entorhinal cortex. Faster replay could also be due to direct associations
between place cells coding states, rather than the slower mechanisms
of state to action association used here for temporally structured
replay.
The sequence replay mechanisms simulated here could prove

important both for consolidation of trajectories in the environment and
for episodic retrieval of trajectories. Experimental data support an
important role of the hippocampus in learning the sequential order of
events or stimuli in the environment (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). This
could involve association of elements of a trajectory with individual
events or stimuli. Lesions of the hippocampus impair the ability to

Fig. 12. Number of cycles of successful REM replay with changes in different parameters. (A) The number of cycles of REM replay increases in proportion to the
multiplier of WPH. (B) The number of cycles of successful REM replay depends upon total number of place cells, with good performance starting at 324 cells and
remaining high for larger numbers. (C) This model simulating place cell activity during waking (C1) and REM sleep (C2) generates the prediction that grid cell
activity during REM sleep (C5) should correlate with grid cell activity associated with running the circular track during waking (C4). (C3) Shows trajectory retrieval.
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learn and disambiguate non-spatial sequences such as a sequence of
odors in a sequential discrimination task (Agster et al., 2002) and
impair the ability to retrieve information about the order of stimuli
(Fortin et al., 2002; Kesner et al., 2002). In addition, lesions of the
hippocampus impair performance in spatial tasks requiring memory
for the previous spatial trajectory performed within a task (Ennaceur
et al., 1996; Ainge et al., 2007). Performance in tasks requiring
memory for spatial trajectories is also impaired by lesions of the
entorhinal cortex (Steffenach et al., 2005) and the postsubiculum
(Taube et al., 1992; Calton et al., 2003), indicating the importance of
the other components of the circuit simulated in this paper. The
impairments caused by these lesions could be related to loss of the
ability to encode and retrieve temporally structured sequences of
activity.
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